
Writing Truth  
and Beauty

Using Your Personal Photos 
for Creative Inspiration



Your photos hold stories only you can tell

We’ve all had the experience of hearing the whispers of photographs 
which seem to have a deeper story to tell. Whether they’re treasured 
family snapshots, polished studio portraits or spontaneous cell phone 
images, certain pictures arrest our attention and prompt an emotional 
response we cannot immediately express – but we want to, and hope 
we’ll find a way.  
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What Moves and 
Mystifies you?
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We all take and treasure photographs of 
the people, places and things that bring 
meaning and beauty into our lives. Photo 
albums and unsorted pictures may fill our 
attics and basements or cover our walls and 
furniture in frames. And now we also store 
them on our computers and cell phones 
and share them instantly on social media. 
We're taking and sharing more pictures 
than ever before. Why? What do you take 
pictures of? What matters to you? What do 
you want to preserve? What moves and 
mystifies you? Who are the people, places, 
things & experiences that bring meaning 
into your life? 
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My Writing Truth & Beauty process guides 
you to explore the unspoken world of your 
images. By asking yourself questions, you’ll 
generate remarkable raw material that 
reveals insight and emotion you can shape 
into beautiful, original writing.  You’ll start 
by choosing a personal photo with “heat” - a 
photo that arrests your attention, a photo 
that whispers it has a deeper meaning to 
reveal to you. Following my method, you’ll 
begin by spontaneously writing your answers 
to a series of questions to generate your raw 
material. After that, you’ll craft a first draft 
you can share if you choose. Then we’ll 
explore ideas and suggestions for revision.

Let Your Pictures Speak



•craft creative, imaginative, remarkable writing 

•gain insight from our personal stories 

•spark meaningful conversations with others 

•reflect on significant rites of passage 

•discover and share our values 

Writing from personal photos helps us to. . . 
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• express unexpressed feelings 

• find extraordinary beauty in ordinary life 

• feel creatively nourished  

• discover how resilient we are  

• inspire others with empathy, comfort and hope

Writing from personal photos helps us to. . . 
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Discover The Secret Reveal: 

• A truth you didn’t know you knew 
• A new idea about an old belief 
• A transformative personal revelation, insight or awareness  
        that allows you to live more meaningfully 
• Something you have been unable to see/express/articulate  
        that leads you to a new way of knowing yourself or others and  
        changes your response to the community/world

Writing from personal photos helps us to. . . 
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Mostly, writing from personal 
photos helps us write what we 
don’t realize we know - either 

because we’ve forgotten, or we 
haven’t asked ourselves.
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“So a single image can split open 
the hard seed of the past, and soon 
memory pours forth from every 
direction, sprouting its vines and 
flowers up around you till the old 
garden’s taken shape in all its 
fragrant glory. Almost unbelievable 
how much can rush forward to fill an 
absolute blankness.” ~ Mary Karr
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What Makes Your Life Meaningful?



Whether you’re an experienced poet, writer or a novice, 
you can discover the creative satisfaction of using photos 

to spark creative writing. 

When we explore the emotional content of a photo we 
often gain important insights as well as beautiful and 

meaningful writing. 

Find Truth & Beauty in Your Photos
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Framing Your Approach
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Writing from photos reveals personal and 
universal themes to us when prompted by 
simple questions. Often, we find the answers 
are surprisingly complex and worthy of 
deeper exploration than we imagined. By 
answering the prompts in writing, we’re able 
to mine the intrinsically rich and meaningful 
symbols, metaphors, narrative, and voice (or 
voices) which are (or were), consciously or 
unconsciously, embedded in the original 
picture. We shape this dynamic description 
and emotional discovery into poetry or prose 
- creative writing in any genre we choose. 
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This workshop shows you how  to let your personally 
chosen photographs “speak” so your writing captures 
the feelings, personalities, relationships, rites of 
passage, cultural identity and family history evoked by 
the photographs which are calling to you. 



Photographs are an amazing source of inspiration for all  
kinds of writing when you imagine yourself into the world  

of the photograph to see what secrets it has  
to reveal. 
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Writing from personal photos is a way of 
illuminating what we feel  

and have not yet expressed.
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I love how every photo I write from is full of surprise. 
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Where do you find inspiration?
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This 1940’s photo I found of 
my Aunt Marion, posing  

like Diana,  Goddess of the 
Hunt, outside a cabin  

in New Hampshire, inspired  
my poem, Monadnock, 

(published in Emerge Literary 
Journal).  

Here are the opening lines: This perfect aim you take points toward some  
mysterious, unconventional life



Lorem Ipsum Dolor
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My method encourages you to explore  
the three dimensional world of the photo, 

as if a theatrical director made this stage picture - 
this “spectacle” for you to explore 
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When You’re Ready to Begin - Ask, Listen, Write 

When you’re ready to begin, have your notebook ready and plan 
enough time to answer all the questions in writing. Answer the  
questions spontaneously, in any order that makes sense to you,  
with whatever response comes to mind. Work as much as you  
can without expectation - there are no objectively right or wrong  
answers, of course. Avoid the temptation to edit your remarks.  
Trust your instincts. The truest answer is usually an imaginative  
one. Be open to whatever emerges and the element of surprise.  



Photo inspired writing is shaped by discovery of feelings, 
insights, truth and beauty after writing spontaneously in 

response to questions about your chosen photo.  
By exploring the emotional and dramatic world  

of a photo we find the heart of the poem  
and put that into words.
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First, Choose Your Photo



How do you know a photo has a deeper story to tell? How do you 
choose a photo? How do you “feel” when a photo is calling you?  

(1) Choose a photo with “heat”  

(2) When your attention is arrested  

(2) Trust your intuition - connection to your unconscious 
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Use a photo from childhood, a 
selfie, a photo from your family 
archive, one of your children, a 
favorite place, an intriguing 
landscape, a pet,  an adventure, or 
any photo which draws your 
attention instinctively into its 
mystery or mood. Trust your  
intuition. Choose any photo that 
makes you feel something - as one 
participant in my workshop did by 
writing a dynamic poem using this 
childhood family photo. 
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Place your selected photo where you can easily see it 
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Generate your raw material

Open your notebook and begin writing by  
answering as many of the following questions  

as you can:
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Make sure to write spontaneously  
without editing your response
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1. Why this photo?

Why did you choose this photo to write about?  

Or, does it seem as if the photo chose you to express  

something previously unexpressed in words?
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2. Where is it set?
Is this a place you’ve ever been?   

Can you imagine being there?  

Describe where the photo is 
set, using the present tense, as 
if the photo was just taken. 

It’s summertime, early 1940’s, 
outside a rustic  
cabin in the woods. . . 
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3. What’s the Weather?
Describe what you can tell or imagine about the climate of  your photo: 

• Is it inside or outside? Is it steamy? Arctic?  Stifling? Windy? 

• What season does it appear to be? 

• Describe details of how the weather is apparent in the photo.  

• Does weather seem to play a major or minor role? Why?
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4. What Time Is It?

How does time assert itself in the photo?  
Can you tell what time it is? Time of day? Time of life?  
Time of year?  
Are there elements that transcend time?
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5. What’s the “Culture?”

What details capture the family ethos, or the ethnic or cultural 
background of people places or things in the photo? 

Is there an unspoken familial or cultural attitude or ideal the  
photo captures or a cultural or family myth your photo 
expresses or challenges?
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6. Whose Perspective?
• Who is taking the picture? How can you tell?  

• If you don’t know - guess. 

• Whose point of view is being expressed? 

• Is it candid or posed? 

• Why do you think the photographer took this picture? 
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7. What do you feel?
What is the mood of the photograph?  

What feeling is evoked by the scene? (Joyful? Melancholy?  

Romantic ?. . . ) 

What elements of the photo combine to create this mood? 

What seems to be calling to you from the photograph?  

Can you describe the emotional hook?  

How does the photograph make you feel? 
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8. What CanYou Smell or Taste?

As you look at the photo are any of your senses aroused? 
Are there any particular odors?  Describe them.   
Is taste activated by the photo? How? 
Is there a sound or noise the photo makes?  
Describe what you see, hear, feel, smell or taste. 
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9. Who is the Audience?

Can you tell who the intended audience of the 
photo is or might have been?    

Is there an unintended audience?
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10. Who Am I?
To express the truth and beauty of a photo we seek enchantment.  
Using imagination and spontaneity, we reverse roles with a person, 
place, or thing in the photo. How do we do this? By letting  some 
aspect of the photo introduce him/her/itself to you by “speaking” 
in the first person:  “I am. . .” and write whatever comes to mind. 
You can do this for people, animate or inanimate objects. You are 
writing the flow of a spontaneous interior monologue.  

For example.  . .  
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If there’s a lake, ask the lake a question, 
write the spontaneous answer. 

Let the mountain “speak,” in the first person,  
writing from the role of the mountain. 

Photo by Mark Stevens
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/14723335@N05/13097322154/in/faves-123647450@N06/


If there are two people in the picture, write a few lines  
of dialogue about what you imagine they’re saying.

Photo by: Ed Yourdan
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/yourdon/2573762303/in/photolist-d32Lyb-fNW3uU-4VrcS8-cEmmDf-b1qYcX-6yEAWp-eecg2r-e6yM5L-a3b8T1-7Tvexz-gmYDTg-eRZwT2-gtg3me-amfara-ehpjJR-jecNd2-aMjh3v-dxgWxj-8JdakB-eecnPB-e6PyGN-hSLANY-cctYHb-a5Nuyy-j4SUJm-jAMJPo-964xaL-dkPJ6q-8bW2Nn-3w4e7-8ppR6H-8bW3jT-nF4ztC-iPQc5z-7PSPSD-Nx9LX-hJ6frE-efALsR-8CJHU4-8Phfb6-2jv3kA-aBF7CW-aMfu9i-NwJAw-aHxPja-7v1z7h-NwBAU-81mByR-Nxe8n-62xQo


11. What’s the Conflict?

Is there a conflict in the photograph, or is there a  
conflict in your experience of it?   

Identify and describe the opposing forces.
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12. Is there a Surprise?

What surprises you about the photo  
or your response to it? 
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13. What’s the Secret?
Are there any secrets hiding in the photograph? 

Is there anything you are aware of that the 
photographer or subject was not? 

Describe what you know now that he, she or 
they could not have known then.
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14. What’s Missing?
Is something missing?  
Or, is there anything that doesn’t seem to fit?  
What isn’t made explicit by the photograph?  
What do you wonder about?
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Crafting Your First Draft

Now that you’ve generated all the juicy raw material about your  

photo, it’s time to mine it to craft a spontaneous rough draft of  

your poem, story, or vignette.
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Review Your Raw Material
Don’t edit what you’ve written - but look 

for words, phrases, lines, ideas & themes 

that excite and intrigue you.  

Take a highlighter - circle, underline what 

you like; look for simile, metaphor, poetic 

language
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Look for Hot Spots

Look for hot spots – pockets of emotionally 
charged description that makes you feel 
something – you’re on the right track.
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Revise, Sharpen, Share

After writing your first 
draft, it’s time to
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Follow These Editing Tips

When you revise your writing, be objective, but be 
kind. Keep the photo nearby. Review your notes. 
Circle and underline the parts of the poem you really 
like - the specific words, figures of speech, ideas or 
language.
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Return to the original image for inspiration during revision
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Change Perspective

Consider changes, large and small, such as 
perspective and point of view, from first person to 

third person, from I to he to she or we or you.
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Change Tense

Consider changing from past to present 
tense or  

past to future.
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Trust Your Instincts, Trust the Process

Play, have fun. Trust yourself, trust the process. Keep 
revising until it feels done. Read it out loud, to yourself. 
Feel the satisfaction of having written it. Whether or not 
it’s ever shared, be aware of how far the poem has already 
reached to serve you. 
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Here’s a photo inspired poem I wrote  
one winter
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“Winter Beech”
It’s cold in the mirror these mornings  
I wake up to this face with new lines  
laying tracks over loosening skin –  
it’s cold in the woods as I walk into wind  
shaking the bony limbs of hardwoods  
where I am learning to believe in beech leaves,  
diaphanous in winter, lasting so long on their branches  
they let go by accident, falling into footprints of hikers, dogs, deer –  
how they shimmer on snow, lighting this way into the woods  
like gold leaf brushed on whitest blue canvas, showing me  
how any release may land in catastrophe  
or something improvisational as grace – 
if I say yes I am aging, aging  
I may never stop being  
how beauty is  
yes 
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Copyright Kelly DuMar. Published in Kindred, 2015



Please stay in touch!
Here’s how you can stay in touch with me to share your writing, your  

insights and experiences:  

•Share your photo inspired writing with me at kellydumar@kellydumar.com 

•Read my free newsletter for creative writing news and inspiration 

•Attend one of my upcoming writing workshops 

•Follow me on Twitter @KellyDuMar 

•Follow me on  Instagram @kellydumar
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mailto:kellydumar@kellydumar.com
http://kellydumar.com/kellys-current-upcoming-events/
http://www.apple.com


About me. . . 
I’m a playwright and poet who has been helping writers to express their truth and beauty in 
unique writing workshops for over thirty years. I’ve presented  creative writing workshops for 
The Mass. Poetry Festival, The Boston Book Festival, The International Women’s Writing 
Guild, The Berkshire Festival of Women Writers, The Power of Words Conference, Playback 
North America, The National Association for Poetry Therapy, The New England Theatre 
Conference, and The American Society for Group Psychotherapy & Psychodrama. I produce 
the Our Voices Festival of Boston Area Women Playwrights, held at Wellesley College, now 
in its 10th year, and I serve on the board of the International Women’s Writing Guild. 

My poems have been published in dozens of literary journals, including the Milo Review, Tupelo 
Quarterly, Kindred, Poydras Review, Corium and The Cape Cod Poetry Review. I won the Lit 
House Press Poetry Chapbook Contest for All These Cures, published in 2014. 

A former psychotherapist, I began writing plays over a decade ago after publishing my non-
fiction book, Before You Forget - The Wisdom of Writing Diaries for Your Children. My award 
winning plays have been produced around the US and Canada and are published by dramatic 
publishers. 

I live with my husband on the Charles River in Sherborn.
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http://www.easternpointlithouse.com/#!lit-house-press/c1a4e
http://www.amazon.com/Before-You-Forget-Writing-Children-ebook/dp/B00G1N5BV8/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1401993674&sr=8-2&keywords=before+you+forget%2C+kelly+dumar


❖ Writing Truth & Beauty - A Guide to Using Your Photos for     
Poetic Inspiration, Copyright by Kelly DuMar, 2016.  

❖ All rights reserved by author. 

❖ Please do not copy, print or distribute without permission.  

❖ Contact Kelly DuMar at kellydumar@kellydumar.com

Copyright Notice
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